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Specifications 
 Voltage Input: 6.5V – 16.8V Operating (25V Absolute MAX) 

 Current Rating: 3.5A Peak Current Per Channel 

 Continuous Current: 2A RMS Per Channel 

 Current Limit: 3.5A Per Channel (Hardware will chop PWM above 3.5A) 

 Temperature Protection: 150C Thermal Shutoff 

 Dimensions: 1.0” x 0.7” x 0.15” (25.4mm x 18mm x 3.8mm) 

 Weight: 0.123oz (3.5g) 

 Inputs: 2 R/C Servo (900us min – 2100us max) (1000us – 2000us default range)  

 BEC: 5 V output (200mA supply current with back-drive protection) 

 Recommended wire size (18-22AWG for motors and battery input) 

Introduction 
 The Rectified Robotics Dual DC (DDC) ESC is a synchronous rectification motor controller that 

can drive two brushed DC motors. It can be operated in 2 channel mode with mixing disabled or 

enabled, or a single channel mode for higher current capability. Mixing is arcade style meaning one 

PWM channel is used for “forward/reverse” the other is used for “right/left”. This allows the user to use 

a single joystick to move forwards, backwards, and turn left and right. With mixing disabled the PWM 

channels will correspond 1:1 to a single motor channel. Full throw on PWM will drive one motor full 

speed one direction, full throw in the other direction will cause the motor to turn full speed the other 

way.  

The DDC comes with a Battery Eliminator Circuit (BEC) which can power a Radio Receiver. This 

BEC should not be used for powering any servos due to the current demand of servos, a dedicated BEC 

will be required. The built in BEC has anti-backdrive circuitry to prevent any damage that may normally 

occur with multiple BECs powering one receiver.  
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Wiring Description 
  

 Below is the wiring diagram for a typical setup. At the top of the board are the PWM inputs and 

BEC output. At the bottom of the board are the motor outputs and battery input.  

 

Figure 1: Top Side View Wiring 
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Mode Selection 
 The DDC has convenient solder jumpers built right into the ESC to enable and disable mixing, flip 

channels, and operate in single channel mode. A jumper is considered to be open when it is unsoldered 

like jumpers C, S1, S2, and F/S in Figure 2. Close a jumper by soldering both pads together as seen by 

jumper M in Figure 2. Shown in Figure 2 is the backside of the DDC with 6 configuration jumpers (one for 

updating DDC). From left to right they are as follows 

P – Enter ISP Mode (only used for field updating firmware, leave open)  

M – Arcade mixing enable or disable (Enable arcade mixing by closing jumper) 

C – Start PWM Calibration procedure (Momentarily short to enter calibration mode) 

S1 – Flip Motor 1 direction  

S2 – Flip Motor 2 direction  

F/S – Flip S1 PWM input direction in arcade mixing mode (M Jumper Soldered). 

F/S – Enable Single Channel Mode when arcade mixing disabled (M Jumper Unsoldered).  

 

Figure 2: DDC Backside Jumper Configuration 
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Arcade Mode  
 To enable arcade mixing, close the M solder jumper on the back of the DDC as shown in Figure 

2. Arcade mode is used to map two joysticks from individual control of motors to a mixed control where 

each axis controls a combination direction and power on both motors. The DDC implements a 1:1 mix 

meaning that each stick is scaled equally.  Show below is how PWM control inputs are taken and 

mapped to motor outputs. Forward is PWM values from S1 input, rotate is PWM Values from S2 input. 

This is why it is important to correctly wire up your control inputs to reflect how the DDC is expecting 

data to be received. 

𝑀1 =  𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 +  𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 
𝑀2 =  𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 −  𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 

S1 solder jumper on back of DDC is used to flip M1 direction. S2 solder jumper on back of DDC is used to 

flip M2 direction. When operating in Arcade Mode, F/S is used to flip forward direction. This is used to 

essentially “flip” your robot. If your robot is driving correctly, but only upside down, simply solder this 

jumper instead of potentially taking apart your robot and swapping what side of robot motors are on.  

 

Tank Mode 
 To enable tank mode, open the M solder jumper on the back of the DDC. Tank mode is simple 

and allows for independent control of motors. Tank mode takes values from each PWM input 

independently and maps it to a specific motor. S1 input is used to control ONLY Motor 1 output, S2 input 

is used to control ONLY Motor 2 output. Tank mode does not require valid PWM signals on both 

channels. Each channel has its own failsafe unlike arcade mode that requires a valid PWM signal on both 

inputs. Tank mode PWM signals are able to update asynchronously, this means that S1 and S2 PWM 

signal can update at different rates.  
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Single Channel Mode 
 To enable single channel mode (2x current mode) open M solder jumper and close F/S solder 

jumper. Single channel mode uses S1 channel input to allow for up to 2x current. Single channel mode 

requires that the motor is wired up correctly to each motor output. Incorrect wiring will permanently 

damage the DDC and will not be covered under warranty, triple check your wiring connections! Shown 

in figure 3 is the correct wiring for single channel mode. Make sure that red goes to red and black goes 

to black on motor terminals.  

 

Figure 3: Single Channel mode wiring  
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Calibration 
 Calibration should be done when connecting a DDC to a new receiver or when any channel 

remapping is done. This ensures that the PWM inputs are mapped correctly and allow for full range of 

motion on sticks. First start by turning your transmitter on and centering all trims. Ensure that the PWM 

inputs are connected to DDC and sticks are centered. Power on DDC and then use a pair of tweezers or 

similar conductive tool to short the two jumper pads on the jumper labeled C. The status led should 

start blinking on and off 2 times per second, this indicates that you are in calibration mode. Move the 

sticks through the full range of motion ensuring that they don’t go back to center until all extremes have 

been traveled through. If both channels are on one stick, move the stick around the perimeter of the 

joystick in a clockwise fashion until you have completed 2 full rotations. Once complete return the stick 

to center on both axes. The new calibration will be written into memory and the DDC will automatically 

exit calibration and into normal operation. 

 Notes 
1. When entering calibration mode both PWM channels are required to move at least 200us above 

and below center value (1500us). Calibration is not possible with PWM ranges of less than 

1300us – 1700us and the DDC will stay in calibration mode until both PWM values move at least 

200us above and below center. 

2. Calibration has a minimum time requirement of 6 seconds. Even if sticks move outside ranges 

described in note 1, DDC will stay in calibration will stay until 6 seconds have passed since 

entering calibration. Take your time and move sticks slowly to ensure best possible calibration. 

3. When calibrating in single channel mode it is still necessary to have both channels plugged in. 

The S2 input will not be used in signal channel mode but the calibration routine is expecting a 

valid S2 signal. 
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Warnings 
 
Reversed polarity on the battery input will cause permanent damage to the DDC 
and will void your warranty. 
 
This product gets hot during operation and caution should be taken when 
handling after and during use.   
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Troubleshooting 
1. Status Light does not turn on: 

 Make sure that the ESC is properly power, if possible measure voltage at power inputs. 

 Minimum voltage is 6.5V, lower voltages are not supported.       

2. Motors turn on when my joysticks are centered: 

 Calibrate your PWM input signals by referring to the calibration section. 

3. DDC stopped moving motors but light is still on: 

 Check that your receiver is powered, make sure that your battery voltage is > 6.5V. 

4. Motor stutters when I punch the stick forward rapidly.  

 This is the built in current limiting feature protecting the ESC and motor from 

overcurrent events.  

 Gear the motor differently so current is reduced 

 Run the DDC in single channel mode for a higher current capacity 

 Use a smaller motor, remember that the DDC is only rated for 2A continuous per 

channel 

5. Please contact support@rectifiedrobotics.com if you have any questions that are not covered in 

this user manual. 

mailto:support@rectifiedrobotics.com

